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POLSO
An Elegant and Sturdy Bollard

 

 

 With its round frame, matching column
options, and three-way light distribution
POLSO bollard is a reliable choice for
pathways, landscaped areas, and other
public spaces.

- Minimized glare with recessed light source
- Three-way light distribution to illuminate areas and pathways while
adding a unique effect
- Different height options and matching column to complement high-end
architectural projects
- Minimalistic design to blend in with different types of architecture

 

Product code Product name Light
distribution

Delivered
lumens flux

Rated input
power Color temperature Control Weight

LB6051.693-US POLSO S [SYM-3L]
38x117°, 230 - 500 lm 6.5 - 10 W 2700 K CRI 80, 3000 K CRI 80,

4000 K CRI 70, 4000 K CRI 80 On/Off, 0-10V 8 lbs
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[SYM-3L]
Symmetric,

Special effect: 3
lines

Extras

Luminaire body options

DPC
Double powder

coating

Accessories (To be ordered separately)

Anchor bolts

628I002
628I002

https://heperlighting.com/us/628i002/
https://heperlighting.com/us/628i002/
https://heperlighting.com/us/628i002/
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[HM1]
Black

[HM2]
Dark gray

[HM3]
Anthracite

gray

[HM4]
Light gray

[HM5]
White

[HM6]
Bronze

[CC]
Custom

color
(Please

specify RAL
code)
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